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Abstract
Increasing diversity in computing systems often requires problems
to be solved in quite different ways depending on the workload,
data size, and resources available. This diversity is increasingly
broad in terms of the organization, communication mechanisms,
and performance and cost characteristics of individual machines
and clusters. Researchers have thus been motivated to design abstractions that allow programmers to express solutions independently of target execution platforms, enabling programs to scale
from small shared memory systems to distributed systems comprising thousands of processors. We call these abstractions “WhateverScale Computing”.
In prior work, we have found data-driven parallelism to be a
promising approach for solving many problems on shared memory machines. In this paper, we describe ongoing work towards
extending our previous abstractions to support data-driven parallelism for Whatever-Scale Computing. We plan to target rack-scale
distributed systems. As an intermediate step, we have implemented
a runtime system that treats a NUMA shared memory system as
if each NUMA domain were a node in a distributed system, using
shared memory to implement communication between nodes.
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along with constructs for manipulating remote data and computation, so that a single program can be mapped onto a variety of
systems using implementation techniques appropriate for each system: we use a different implementation of Domino for each system,
but want to avoid manual refactoring or tuning of the workloads
running above it.
Domino builds on our prior work on constrained data-driven
parallelism (CDDP) [18], which provided triggers that associate
handler functions with pieces of data and spawn tasks that execute
a handler whenever the associated data is updated. Tasks can run
in parallel, and computation typically propagates as a wavefront
through a data structure as updates to one piece of data structure
trigger handlers that update neighboring pieces. Our earlier paper
illustrated the use of this model for graph analysis workloads and a
discrete event simulator [18]. Our earlier work provided additional
control over how tasks are run by grouping their execution into
phases and enabling the programmer to identify when a task should
be triggered for execution in the active (current) phase or deferred
to the next phase. This degree of control was crucial for obtaining
good performance in several workloads.
As described in Section 2, Domino extends this model by:
• providing special global references to identify data that may be

1.

held on a remote machine and to specify how arrays should be
partitioned across machines; and

Introduction

Modern computing systems are increasingly diverse, complex and
heterogeneous, ranging from shared-memory multi-socket multicore systems, to racks of computers connected via high-speed interconnects, to loosely coupled farms of thousands of processors.
Writing software that performs well across such a variety of systems is difficult: nodes may communicate via high-speed messagepassing interconnects such as InfiniBand, or via shared memory,
which may or may not be cache-coherent, or some combination of
these; locality characteristics vary depending on system topology;
even within one system, nodes may differ from each other, and may
change over time. We need models that facilitate programming for
such platforms by providing abstractions that can make effective
use of whatever hardware happens to be executing the program; we
say these models support whatever-scale computing.
The quest to improve programmer productivity through such
models is not new. It motivated parts of the design of popular
MapReduce frameworks [9, 10, 28], and recent languages for scientific computing such as X10 [7], Chapel [6], and Fortress [16],
among other systems. The recent surge in domain-specific languages (DSLs) for areas such as machine learning [25], graph analytics [19, 21, 22], or statistical computation [24] reflects a similar
desire to boost productivity via high-level abstractions.
This paper describes Domino, a whatever-scale programming
model we are developing to support data-driven computation.
Domino provides an abstract model of distribution and locality,

• providing async and do..finish constructs, with which the pro-

grammer can express opportunities for hiding the latency of remote operations when running in large/distributed systems.
The semantics of these constructs is designed carefully so that they
impose no overhead when running on a small machine, or when
accessing local data.
In Section 3, we describe three different approaches to implementing these sets of constructs: one for small cache-coherent
shared-memory machines, one for NUMA machines, and one for
clusters without cache-coherent shared memory. We describe our
implementation of two of these; the second is an intermediate step
towards the third, which we have not yet implemented. This is work
in progress, and we do not yet have experimental results to present.
Related work and concluding remarks appear in Sections 4 and 5.

2.

Programming Model

Before presenting the extensions for Domino (Sections 2.1–2.2),
we briefly review our prior work on CDDP [18]. In this model,
a computation is divided into tasks executed by threads. One task
may spawn new tasks explicitly via a parallel-for loop, or implicitly
by updating data which has a trigger attached to it:
x triggers [ deferred ] f (void ∗d);
∗y triggers [ deferred ] g(void ∗d);

We say x is a direct trigger for f and y an indirect trigger for g.
When such declarations are in effect, writing to x spawns a task to
run f, and modifying data by dereferencing y spawns a task that
runs g. The functions f and g take a single argument, a pointer to
the data that was modified. We provide an example of how trigger
functions can be used in practice in Section 2.3.
A trigger is deferred if it is declared with the optional deferred
keyword; otherwise, it is immediate. A task spawned by a deferred
trigger is not executed until all tasks spawned by immediate triggers
have completed. Such declarations implicitly partition tasks into a
totally ordered sequence of phases: an immediate trigger spawns
tasks in the current phase, a deferred trigger spawns tasks in the
next phase, and no task is executed until all tasks in previous phases
have completed. At any time, every unfinished task is in either the
current phase or the next phase of the entire computation. In addition, a callback function to be invoked between phase transitions
can be registered with the runtime system.
2.1

Domino

The abstractions of CDDP were designed for a shared memory
model in which tasks running on any thread could access any
data across a single shared heap. In Domino we wish to extend
this model to support NUMA machines and distributed systems,
without imposing costs when running on SMP machines.
Our overall approach is to partition a program’s data across a
set of compute domains, but to retain the basic data-driven execution model, with handler functions running at the compute domain
of the data they are watching. We provide three constructs for expressing and controlling accesses between compute domains:
// r is a global reference to an object of type T:
gRef T r;
do {
// Functions called via global references in the async
// block may execute asynchronously with respect to the
// code after the async block :
async {
// Invoke foo at the site of r ’ s target object . If this
// results in a blocking RPC, then execution resumes
// at the statement following the async block .
r . foo ();
}
...
// Execution is blocked at finish until any asynchronous work
// started within it is complete.
} finish;

A gRef is an opaque global reference that enables remote data
access. A function call via a global reference, if enclosed in an
async block, may result in an asynchronous RPC to a different
compute domain: the caller does not block for the call to return,
and resumes execution at the async block’s continuation. (A call
via a gRef reference that is not in an async block executes synchronously, even if an RPC is required.) The do..finish block allows a task to wait for all the pending RPCs issued by asyncs in the
do..finish block to complete and return.
We keep the async construct for handling asynchronous execution independent from the trigger mechanisms for introducing
parallelism. We assume that triggers already provide sufficient parallelism to exploit the hardware available—either using the cores,
or by requesting enough data accesses to saturate the interconnect.
Eschewing parallelism within tasks avoids the need for synchronization within a task, simplifying the programming model and removing a source of runtime overhead when RPC calls do not block.

2.2

Data Distribution

The Domino programming model strives to enable applications
to be oblivious to the actual distribution of data on the system.
The programmer needs to simply specify what data may be distributed, and optionally specify the distribution pattern (blocked,
cyclic, etc.). Domino provides extensions to the gRef construct to
distribute large collections of objects over the entire system. The
listing below illustrates these extensions:
gRef [ dist ,<pattern>] Node[] nodeArray;
do all gRef (foo ,nodeArray,args ); // runs foo in parallel on
// all elements of nodeArray
... = nodeArray[i ]; // returns global reference to a Node
nodeArray[i ] = ...; // rvalue is a global reference to a Node

The dist parameter to gRef tells Domino that nodeArray is an array
of gRefs that is distributed across the system (different from just
an array of gRefs). <pattern> can be any of blocked, cyclic, or
random. We leave exploration of richer forms of data distribution
geared toward enhancing locality for future work. The do all gRef
function, which runs a specified function over all the elements in
the specified gRef array, is useful for array-wide parallel invocations of operations (e.g., initialization, reductions).
2.3

Example

Figure 1 shows pseudo-code that uses Domino to implement
PageRank [4], a popular algorithm that computes the relative importance of nodes in a web graph based on transitive references
made to each node in the graph. PageRank is an iterative algorithm
that recomputes the new rank for each node based on the ranks of its
incoming neighbors from the previous iteration. It terminates when
the cumulative changes in ranks of nodes goes below a threshold,
or after a specified maximum number of iterations. The algorithm
is inherently data-driven because a node’s rank changes in one iteration only if the ranks of at least one of its incoming neighbors
changed in the previous iteration.
Recomputing each node’s rank is done in two consecutive
gather and scatter steps. The gather step first accumulates the
ranks of all the incoming neighbors of the target node, using
asynchronous calls to getRank. Thereafter, the continuation in
computeRank calculates the new rank of the target node, and
pushes notification updates downstream, using the deferred triggers associated with the phaseId fields of its outgoing neighbors.
These two asynchronous steps are ordered by the barrier at
the end of the first do..finish block, while different phases of the
algorithm are implicitly ordered via the use of the deferred triggers.
The barrier at the end of the scatter step (second do..finish block)
is necessary to guarantee that the current phase is not over before
all tasks for the next phase are triggered.

3.

Implementation

We now discuss how to implement Domino in (i) cache-coherent
shared memory systems (Section 3.1), (ii) large cache-coherent
NUMA systems (Section 3.2), and (iii) distributed, tightly coupled
rack-scale computers with high speed interconnect such as InfiniBand (Section 3.3).
Our implementations are in C++, and we use various C++
classes and macros to prototype the abstractions in the Domino
programming model. As in our previous work [18], computation is
driven by direct and indirect trigger objects, which are implemented
using templatized Trigger<T> and TriggerP<T> classes, respectively. These classes wrap the relevant object (or a pointer to
an object) of type T . Each trigger object has a handler function
that is registered with the trigger via an argument to its constructor. Triggers provide special getter and setter functions to access

class Node {
...
int phaseId ;
// deferred trigger
phaseId triggers deferred computeRank();
static int globalPhaseId ;
...

//
//
//
//

Shared ( static ) variable
holding the current Phase Id;
Updated once per phase by the
transition callback function .

gRef Node[] inNeighbor;
gRef Node[] outNeighbor;
...
float rank [2];
void computeRank() {
gRef Node neighbor;
int sumNeighborRanks = 0;
do {
for ( int i = 0; i < numInNeighbors; i++) {
neighbor = inNeighbor[i ];
// Fire off a getRank call on this neighbor
async {
sumNeighborRanks += neighbor.getRank();
}
}
} finish; // Wait until all the async work inside is done
// d is the damping factor ( typically 0.85)
rank [( globalPhaseId+1)%2] =
((1 − d)/numNodes) + (d∗sumNeighborRanks);
do {
for ( int i = 0; i < n.numOutNeighbors; i++) {
neighbor = n.outNeighbor[i ];
async {
// a successful CompareAndSet triggers
// computeRank() (only once) for the next phase;
//
CompareAndSet(&neighbor.phaseId,
globalPhaseId ,
globalPhaseId+1);
};
}
} finish; // Wait until all the async work inside is done
}
...
float getRank() {
return rank[ globalPhaseId%2]/numOutNeighbors;
}
...
};
...
// distributed gRef array of Nodes
gRef[ dist ,blocked] Node[] nodes;
...

Figure 1: PageRank pseudo-code using Domino abstractions.
the encapsulated data. The setter functions (e.g., Set and CompareAndSet) also drive the computation by spawning a task that
executes the handler function associated with the trigger. We also
provide a Spawn function to explicitly spawn new tasks.
3.1

Domino-SM — Shared Memory Implementation

In our implementation for the shared memory setting, called
Domino-SM, the entire Domino application resides in a single
process’s address space. We use a work-stealing-based scheduler to
execute tasks generated by triggers. In this setting, a gRef is simply
a regular object reference, and there is no need for RPCs (all called

functions are directly executed). The async and do..finish constructs have no effect dynamically. Thus, we do not incur any performance overhead from the constructs that we added to Domino
for distribution.
Concretely, our shared memory runtime system uses a pool of
worker threads, each with a work-stealing deque [8]. Each thread
gets tasks from its work deque, and adds tasks that it spawns
to its work deque. If a thread’s work deque is empty, the thread
attempts to steal a task from the deque of another thread, selected
at random. Tasks are executed in phases, which are generated by
virtue of deferred triggers. We use scalable nonzero indicators
(SNZI [12]) to track whether any tasks are present in each phase.
SNZI objects provide scalable increment/decrement operations that
avoid frequent communication between workers, as well as a fast
query operation to test whether the number of applied increment
and decrement operations are equal.
3.2

Domino-NUMA — Pseudo-Distributed Implementation

The last decade has witnessed a significant pivot toward multicore multi-chip processor architectures. A natural side effect of this
pivot is that machines are becoming increasingly NUMA (NonUniform Memory Access) in nature, where remote memory access
latencies can be substantially larger than local accesses. Although
today’s NUMA machines support hardware cache-coherence, existing shared-memory software often requires careful tuning and
control over data placement to achieve good scalability. Possible
problems include access latency and contention in the underlying interconnect. These observations have prompted researchers to
consider treating large NUMA machines as distributed systems [2,
3, 26], and to require the programmer to make more explicit consideration of the machine’s underlying structure.
To that end, we have built a “pseudo-distributed” implementation of the Domino programming model in which we partition
the runtime system between NUMA domains. Domino-NUMA
shares some similarities with our shared-memory implementation,
but the constructs related to creating and handling data distribution now have meaningful manifestations. The complete runtime
system still operates within a single process, but we use messagepassing for cross-domain operations on application data. The only
shared-memory data structures used are the SNZI objects used for
synchronization between phases, and the communication channels
implemented as single-producer-single-consumer queues for interdomain messages.
As with Domino-SM, a work-stealing runtime system is used
to schedule the execution of tasks. With Domino-NUMA we use
a separate work stealing scheduler per compute domain; all interdomain communication is done via RPCs, and we do not migrate
tasks between domains.
Split-tasks. In our current prototype implementation, the async
and do...finish constructs must be expressed manually by
decomposing a function such as computeRank. This adds two
sources of complexity which we plan to avoid in the future:
• A task must be rewritten as a split-task consisting of a se-

ries of task-steps, each of which performs a piece of the function until an RPC operation or the boundaries between async
and do..finish blocks. For instance, the computeRank function
would be split into task-steps that send getRank calls to each
in-neighbor in turn, a task-step that updates the rank array, and
then further task-steps to execute the scatter phase, that invokes
CompareAndSet on the out-neighbors. This manual transformation is laborious, but it could be performed automatically by
a compiler (as it was in prior work using these constructs [17]).
• Our implementation exposes more parallelism than intended in

our programming model. In particular, multiple task-steps from

the same original task may run concurrently on different worker
threads (for instance, in the implementation of computeRank,
multiple increments to the same element of the rank array may
run on different threads).
This means that, with our current implementation, the programmer must use an atomic increment rather than an ordinary increment. In the future we intend to avoid this by ensuring that the
task-steps from a single task do not become split over multiple
workers—this would be consistent with our intended informal
semantics in Section 2, and with the original operational semantics for AC [17].
Initially, the trigger handler spawns a split-task at its first task-step.
Task-steps are coordinated via a SetContinuation method which
defines a new task-step to add to a worker’s deque if the current
task-step blocks. For instance, in computeRank, this method is
used to let the next iteration of the two loops execute whenever
an RPC in one of the loops blocks. These continuation functions,
along with call-backs when RPC results are received, allow the
program to track the number of outstanding asynchronous RPC
calls, and to only run work after a do..finish once all of the
results have been received. Note that a split-task will never span
more than one phase in the data driven computation, as it is merely
a task broken into multiple pieces, to allow worker threads to
execute other split-tasks’ steps while waiting for an RPC to return.
Cross-domain RPC. We implement the gRef construct and its
distributed array variant in Domino-NUMA using C++ templatized
classes GRef<T> and GRefArray<T> respectively. Internally,
GRef<T> encapsulates the compute domain ID and a pointer
within that domain’s address space. (This information is recorded
when the object referenced by gRef is allocated in a particular
domain.) GRefArray<T> maintains a map of index ranges and IDs
of domains hosting those ranges, along with the starting address of
each range within each domain. We implement the cross-domain
RPC operations via a Run method on each GRef<T>. This method
takes a per-object-type function ID, input arguments, a pointer to a
local buffer to hold the return result, and an optional function ID
for a callback to run locally once the result is received.
The RPC mechanism uses two additional threads per domain,
one for receiving incoming requests, and one for sending outgoing requests. A worker thread posting an RPC sends a request to
the local sender thread, which forwards the request to the remote
receiver service thread via a dedicated channel (implemented as
a fixed-sized circular single-producer-single-consumer buffer). On
receiving a request, the receiver service thread instantiates a new
split-task for the request and posts it in a single-producer-multiconsumer queue, to be processed by the worker threads.
Once the split-task is executed, the completion notification,
along with the response buffer, are sent back to the original requesting domain. A receiver at the requester’s domain picks up the
response and directs it to the original requester split-task, where the
pending RPC counter is decremented atomically (once this counter
goes down to 0, the split-tasks next step will be executed), or a
new split-task is created to execute the request’s callback function
if there is one (the RPC counter is decremented once the callback
returns).
Phase tracking. Finally, we adapted the phase tracking mechanism to Domino-NUMA by adding a cross-domain level to the hierarchy used in the SNZI objects. In particular, each domain maintains SNZI object(s) to indicate whether there are pending tasks in
that domain for the current and next phases. In addition, a systemwide counter for the number of “active domains” is shared between
all domains, and is incremented or decremented by a domain when
its SNZI object changes its value from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0, respectively.

In Domino-NUMA, the active domains counter can be shared between domains without the risk of significant inter NUMA-node
cache coherence traffic because the counter is updated infrequently.
In a real distributed setting a specialized software coherence mechanism will likely be sufficient for this counter.
3.3

Domino-IB— Tightly Coupled Clusters

Driven by the explosion in the amount of data modern software
needs to process, tightly-coupled distributed systems have gained
significant traction in the computing industry [13, 14]. These systems typically comprise clusters of machines with high speed interconnects, such as InfiniBand, where inter-node communication
is via RDMA or explicit message passing interfaces.
We plan to create a further Domino implementation to target
such clusters. Because Domino’s abstractions have been explicitly
designed to separate application code from the organization and
communication details of the underlying target systems, we believe
that the implementation changes will be relatively modest.
Compared with Domino-NUMA, we would need to replace
the RPC mechanism with one that can operate over the cluster’s
interconnect, and would need to design a distributed form of the
SNZI objects used to control the switch-over between phases.

4.

Related Work

Domino builds on many areas of related work, which we briefly
discuss here.
The Tera architecture [1] and Cray XMT [15] support large
numbers of hardware threads and overlap execution of one thread
with the servicing of data accesses from other threads. This approach is effective for workloads with poor locality but large degrees of parallelism in which an alternative cache-based architecture would be ineffective. This observation has recently been explored in software in systems such as Grappa [22] in which requests to access remote data are aggregated into larger bulk requests that can be transferred efficiently over InfiniBand. Compared
with Grappa, the Domino programming model aims to support efficient non-distributed implementations via the design of the semantics of gRef references and the async and do..finish constructs to
allow these to be elided.
As with Grappa, Domino has been designed to be effective for
workloads with poor locality by making large numbers of tasks
available for execution. In Domino-NUMA, splitting work into
task-steps enables a worker thread to switch between pieces of
different tasks while waiting for an RPC to complete.
Partitioned global address space (PGAS) languages provide
programming models in which a program’s shared data is partitioned between a set of processors or threads [6, 7, 11, 16, 23].
Each can access its own local portion of the data, or make remote accesses to data held elsewhere. Typically, the programming
language provides abstractions to identify which data is local or remote, or to request code to execute at the “home” of particular data.
Domino takes a similar approach, providing a PGAS language built
around data-driven parallelism.
The Barrelfish [2] and fos [27] research operating systems have
explored the use of distributed systems techniques within a single machine. Several researchers have examined the trade-offs in
multi-processor machines between using shared memory directly,
or using it to provide an efficient implementation of message passing [2, 5, 20]. This “pseudo-distributed” approach motivated our
exploration of Domino-NUMA.
The async and do..finish constructs are based on those from
the Asynchronous C language extensions used in Barrelfish [17].
As with AC, we chose to keep these constructs separate from
those used to introduce parallelism (although, as we described in
Section 3, our current prototype implementation currently requires

manual synchronization to achieve this). Our decision is motivated
by the desire to allow the constructs to be elided completely in
implementations such as Domino-SM. In contrast, X10 uses an
async construct to spawn work to execute in a concurrent thread.

5.

Current Status

This paper introduced the Domino programming model, and described our approaches to implement it on three kinds of systems.
As we reported last year [18], our shared memory implementation is complete, along with an initial set of workloads. That work
illustrated the power of our abstractions to significantly curtail
wasted work and boost performance of several important workloads. Domino enables similar benefits in a distributed setting,
which is a significant differentiator from related work on distributed
programming models [6, 7, 9–11, 16, 22, 23, 28]. Our second implementation, treating a NUMA machine as a “pseudo-distributed”
system, is currently in progress. We have built the basic RPC mechanism, but are currently working on optimizations (such as aggregating remote requests, as is done in systems such as Grappa [22]),
automating the splitting of tasks into individual steps, and avoiding
unintended parallelism between steps from within the same task.
We hope to use this as the basis for our third implementation, for
clusters, replacing the RPC mechanism and designing a distributed
SNZI protocol.
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